Directions for use
1 Fill a water container (preferably glass or ceramic)

Care and cleaning

and place it on the charging plate. Make sure this

organic resin. Although it is resilient, it will scratch if

water is balanced with the full complement of salts.

it is mistreated. It can be washed in warm water (do

2

Allow the water to sit for several hours or

overnight.

3

Consume with love and gratitude. This water is

especially useful for meditation and manifestation.

4

The charging plate can also be used to charge

foods, tinctures, supplements, etc. (however, it may
be too strong for the subtle energy of homeopathic

Your Orgonite Charging Plate is made with an

not place it in a dishwasher).
Periodically (every 4-6 weeks) it is a good idea to
re-charge any orgonite piece by placing it directly on
the Earth for 12 to 24 hours—preferably underneath
a tree or large plant where it will be protected from
airborne contaminants.

remedies and should be kept several feet from these
preparations).

5

Water that is structured and charged on the

Orgonite Charging Plate is easily programmed. Use
any of the methods in the book to add information to
this water.

6

Some individuals have intuitively placed the

charging pate underneath their pillow for enhanced
sleep and regeneration.

Disclaimer
This information is provided for
educational purposes. No claims
regarding the health benefits
of structured water are made.
Products offered by Dancing
with Water are not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent
any disease or medical condition.

www.dancingwithwater.com
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paramagnetism), kyanite (dispels negative energy),

Rings amplify subtle energy. They create a column of

paramagnetic sand (structures water and adds Earth

protective energy that extends for some distance on

resonance), frankincense (brings high-frequency

both sides of the ring around anything placed within

information supportive of organic life) and gold leaf

the column. The energetic column organizes the space

Life force is a coherent, organizing energy. When

(adds high frequency conductive properties, also

within the column—including the molecular structure

concentrated using orgonite, life force brings coherent

softens the influence of the diamond in the center

of water. The longer water sits inside the column, the

structure to water that is placed on/around it. Orgonite

of the plate). Separately, each of these materials is

more refined its structure becomes. Tensor Rings are

also brings Earth resonance to water and protects it

potent; together, they organize water’s molecular

also highly paramagnetic. This brings gentle magnetics

from negative energetic influences in the environment

structure and infuse it with life force. The resulting

which are extremely supportive of water’s structure.

(for example EMFs). If the water has a complete and

water is capable of maintaining its structure for a

The Tensor Ring used in the Orgonite Charging Plate is

balanced complement of salts, the result

long time—even after removal from the charging plate.

made using the Earth resonance cubit (19.65 inches)

orgonite charging plate
for water, food and/or supplements

is full-spectrum living water.
Orgonite is a term used to
describe objects made
with layers of organic
and inorganic material.
The term comes from
the word “orgone,” coined
by Wilhelm Reich in the
1940s. Reich found that
layering organic and metallic
(inorganic) materials transformed negative
energy and focused life force. Smaller particles in
an orgonite mix create more layers and increase the
capacity to gather life force. The materials in the mix
are also important. Metal powders are very potent;

Water Mandala
The design on the Orgonite Charging Plate is referred
to by the authors of Dancing with Water as the Water
Mandala. It was designed by an intuitive artist and

One tiny, rough diamond has been placed in the center

also reminiscent of the free spirit of water. Placing

of the charging plate (shown below). Diamonds have

water on this design is a reminder to water that it

an extremely pure and powerful resonance tuned to

is free to express its authentic nature—in harmony

higher consciousness. When placed in water, rough

with the intentions of each specific owner (this water

diamonds bring structure and the full spectrum of light

responds to your conscious, loving thoughts and

to water. In order to “temper” or soften the energy of a

intentions).

diamond, 24-carat gold leaf has been included in the

Tensor Rings
The Orgonite Charging Plate also includes a full
the orgonite. Tensor Rings,

and draws life force), mica (amplifies energy, carries
Earth resonance and balances electromagnetic
fields), shungite powder (neutralizes negative energy,
protects water, carries Earth resonance and balances
the environment), quartz sand (amplifies energy,
structures water, and carries Earth resonance), garnet
sand (adds magnetics and Earth resonance through

energetic column) to the core energy of the Earth.

Diamonds

resonance of the Earth.

negative energy), copper powder (conducts energy

field. It re-connects water (and anything placed in its

when exposed to beneficial sound frequencies. It is

cubit, Earth resonance Tensor Ring embedded in

Charging Plate include iron oxide powder (dispels

This length resonates with the Earth’s natural energy

is reminiscent of the cymatic patterns water reveals

a blend of the Earth’s minerals help to hold the
Materials in the mix used to make the Orgonite

discovered by the authors of Dancing with Water.

rediscovered by Slim Spurling,

top layer of the orgonite mix. This helps the physical
body to integrate the powerful diamond energy.
Although diamonds are not necessarily recommended
for everyone, when included in the orgonite mix, the
resulting energy is appropriate for everyone.

are closed loop coils. When
made to certain specifications,
they create a toroidal vortex (a
region of rotating movement)
where the flow takes on a
doughnut shape (toroid).
According to Hans Becker,
who did much of the early
research with Spurling, Tensor

diamond

